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Context: With the increasing popularity of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), service composition is
gaining momentum as the potential silver bullet for application integration. However, services are not
always perfectly compatible and therefore cannot be directly composed. Service mediation, roughly clas-
sified into signature and protocol ones, thus becomes one key working area in SOA.
Objective: As a challenging problem, protocol mediation is still open and existing approaches only pro-
vide partial solutions. Further investigation on a systematic approach is needed.
Methods: In this paper, an approach based on mediator patterns is proposed to generate executable
mediators and glue partially compatible services together. The mediation process and its main steps
are introduced. By utilizing message mapping, a heuristic technique for identifying protocol mismatches
and selecting appropriate mediator patterns is presented. The corresponding BPEL templates of these pat-
terns are also developed.
Results: A prototype system, namely Service Mediation Toolkit (SMT), has been implemented to validate
the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Conclusion: The approach along with the prototype system facilitate the existing practice of protocol
mediation for Web services composition.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a newly-emerging soft-
ware architecture consisting of loosely-coupled services that com-
municate with each other through open-standard interfaces [1,2].
With the increasing popularity of SOA, service composition is gain-
ing momentum as the potential silver bullet for the seamless inte-
gration of heterogeneous computing resources, rapid deployment
of new business applications, and increasing reuse possibilities to
a variety of legacy systems [3–5]. In real-world situations, how-
ever, independently-developed services are not always exactly
compatible and cannot be straightly composed together.

An effective solution to these challenges is service mediation,
which enables a service requester to connect to a relevant service
provider regardless of the heterogeneities between them and
works in a transparent way – neither of them needs to be aware
of its existence [6,7]. First proposed in the Enterprise Service Bus
(ESB) industry community [8], service mediation is referred to as
the act of retrofitting existing services by intercepting, storing,
transforming, and (re-)routing messages going into and out of
these services [9]. Nowadays, service mediation has become a
ll rights reserved.

).
key working area in the field of SOA and Component-Based Soft-
ware Engineering (CBSE) [10–12].

Service mediation can be roughly classified into signature and
protocol. Signature mediation, which focuses on message types,
has received considerable attention [13,14] and many commercial
tools have been developed, such as Microsoft BizTalk Mapper,1

Stylus Studio XML Mapping Tools2 and SAP XI Mapping Editor.3 In
comparison, the problem of protocol mediation (also known as pro-
cess mediation), which aims at reconciling mismatches of message
exchanging sequences, is still open. A frequently-used approach to
this problem is to develop a mediator/adapter which is a piece of
code that sits between the interacting services and reconciles the
mismatches [15,16]. However, the mediators developed by existing
approaches have no control logics and cannot resolve complex
mismatches. Few of these approaches can generate executable code
of the mediators. Additionally, no existing approach provides a
comprehensive solution to protocol mediation for Web services
composition. Last but not least, there is a lack of user-friendly GUI
tools that assist developers to alleviate their efforts on mediation
1 http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943073.aspx.
2 http://www.stylusstudio.com/.
3 http://www.wsw-software.de/en-sap_services-mapping_sap_xi.mapping-sap-

xi.html.
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Fig. 1. A motivating example of service composition with protocol mismatches.
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tasks, such as identifying protocol mismatches or generating media-
tion code. The work of this paper aims at addressing these issues.

1.1. Motivating example

We present a motivating example that will be used to demon-
strate our research idea and approach throughout the paper, as
shown in Fig. 1.

The example consists of a search client (SC) and a search engine
(SE). SC invokes SE by sending its login information and the search
request, respectively. Then, SC waits for the acknowledgement
and the results from SE. On the other hand, after receiving search
request, SE starts to search several distributed databases one by
one (by performing its internal searching action). Once SE finishes
a database and obtains some items, it sends these items to SC

immediately. In case all databases have been searched, SE sends a
completing notification to SC and the search work is finished.

Among various specification languages of service composition
(e.g., BPEL, WS-CDL, WSCI), BPEL obtains the dominance and has
been proposed by OASIS as an industry standard. In this paper,
we take BPEL as the specification language for describing service
protocols. Fig. 1 shows the BPEL protocols of SE and SC. It is easy
to see that SE and SC are partially compatible. They provide comple-
mentary functionalities but do not fit each other exactly. Appar-
ently, without reconciling the protocol mismatches, SE and SC

cannot interact with each other successfully.
1.2. Contributions

The rationale of our work has been presented in several confer-
ence papers [17–20]. As an extension of our previous work, we aim
at developing a systematic approach to semi-automatically gener-
ating mediators for reconciling protocol mismatches. The main
contributions are as follows:

(1) We present several basic mediator patterns which are
derived from basic protocol mismatches. With the knowl-
edge of protocol mismatches, the basic mediator patterns
can be configured and composed by developers to construct
advanced mediators and reconcile all possible protocol mis-
matches. Thus, the basic mediator patterns are referred to as
a sufficient set of building blocks.

(2) We propose a technique to semi-automatically identify
protocol mismatches when two partially compatible
services need to be composed together. The technique is
based on message mappings which need to be specified
by developers. By using the technique, basic mediator
patterns are selected according to the identified protocol
mismatches.

(3) We develop BPEL templates for the mediator patterns which
can be used to generate executable mediation code. Each
mediator pattern has a corresponding BPEL template and a
composite mediator corresponds to a combined BPEL-based
mediation code.

(4) We propose a systematic engineering approach for service
developers to reconcile protocol mismatches. The approach
combines our work on identification of protocol mis-
matches, selection of mediator patterns and code generation
of BPEL-based mediation.

(5) We develop a prototype system, namely Service Mediation
Toolkit (SMT), which provides a user-friendly workbench
and assist service developers to alleviate their mediation
tasks. We use SMT to deal with several case studies in order
to validate the feasibility and effectiveness of our approach.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, several
categories of basic protocol mismatches, referred to as basic mis-
match patterns, and their composability are presented. In Section
3, basic mediator patterns are proposed to resolve the basic proto-
col mismatches. The configurability and composability of the medi-
ator patterns are described in this section as well. The proposed
solution to protocol mediation is presented in Section 4. The tech-
nique for selecting mediator patterns based on message mapping
is also introduced and BPEL templates of the mediator patterns
are developed for code generation of executable mediators. In Sec-
tion 5, the prototype system SMT and the validation with a real-
world case study are described. Related work is discussed in Section
6. Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusion and the future work.
2. Protocol mismatch patterns

2.1. Basic mismatch patterns

Protocol mismatches refer to such mismatches that occur be-
tween the message exchanging sequences of the interacting ser-
vices. The existing work has identified several categories of
protocol mismatches [21]. However, few paper claims its identifi-
cation is complete in any sense.
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To a certain extent, the dependencies of message exchanging
sequences between services are similar to their control flows. We
thus use modeling modules for control flows to depict the depen-
dencies of the message exchanging sequences. In the field of
workflows, four basic workflow patterns have been presented in
[22], i.e., sequence, parallel, exclusive choice and iteration. Advanced
workflow constructs are supposed to be composed using basic
workflow patterns. Derived from basic workflow patterns and
message exchanging sequences, we propose six basic mismatch
patterns so that a comprehensive identification of protocol mis-
matches can be achieved. In this paper, mismatch patterns refer
to those mismatch categories that can be reused to identify proto-
col mismatches between Web services. We have illustrated that
the six basic mismatch patterns can be considered as basic con-
structs of all possible protocol mismatches [17]. For example, pro-
tocol mismatches in the motivating example can be composed by
the basic mismatch patterns.

Herein, we represent protocol mismatches from the unsubsti-
tutability perspective, which is based on the scenario that the re-
quired interface cannot be exactly substituted by the provided
interface. For the sake of illustration, NULL ACTIVITY is used to rep-
resent such an activity that sends/receives no messages. Basic mis-
match patterns are presented as follows.
2.1.1. Mismatches of extra messages
Description: The provided interface has some extra messages

that the required interface does not expect to send/receive.
Illustration: After receiving purchase order, the provided inter-

face sends receipt while the required interface expects no such
message, as shown in Fig. 2a.
2.1.2. Mismatches of missing messages
Description: The provided interface does not have some mes-

sages that the required interface expects to send/receive.
Illustration: After receiving purchase order, the provided inter-

face does not send receipt while the required interface expects to
send receipt, as shown in Fig. 2b.
2.1.3. Mismatches of splitting messages
Description: The provided interface has some messages that the

required interface expects to split to send/receive.
Illustration: After receiving purchase order, the provided inter-

face sends the information of product availability and quote in a
single message, while the required interface sends product avail-
ability ahead of product quote, as shown in Fig. 2c.
2.1.4. Mismatches of merging messages
Description: The provided interface has some messages that the

required interface expects to merge to send/receive.
Illustration: After receiving purchase order, the provided

interface sends the information of product availability ahead of
product quote, while the required interface expects to send
product availability and quote in a single message, as shown in
Fig. 2d.
2.1.5. Mismatches of extra conditions
Description: The provided interface has some extra conditions

imposed on the control flow of its protocol while the required
interface expects no conditions constraining its control flow.

Illustration: After receiving payment of the purchase order,
the provided interface sends an invoice if the total sum is greater
than 1000 USD. However, the required interface expects to directly
send an invoice after receiving payment, as shown in Fig. 2e.
2.1.6. Mismatches of missing conditions
Description: The provided interface has no conditions imposed

on the control flow of its protocol while the required interface ex-
pects to have some conditions constraining its control flow.

Illustration: After receiving payment of the purchase order, the
provided interface directly sends an invoice, while the required
interface expects to do it under the condition that the total sum
is greater than 1000 USD, as shown in Fig. 2f.
2.2. Composability of mismatch patterns

Complex workflow patterns are supposed to be constructed by
the four basic workflow patterns (i.e., sequence, parallel, exclusive
choice and iteration) [22] and the basic mismatch patterns are de-
rived from these workflow patterns. Correspondingly, complex
protocol mismatch patterns can be also composed from the basic
mismatch patterns. From this perspective, we consider the set of
basic mismatch patterns is comprehensive. In this section, we take
two complex mismatch patterns, namely ordering of messages mis-
match and missing exclusive choice mismatch, as examples which are
derived from the basic workflow patterns sequence and exclusive
choice, respectively. Further, protocol mismatches, which are called
Collapse and Burst in [9] and derived from the workflow pattern
iteration, can be also composed in a similar way.

The ordering of messages mismatch refers to the situation that
the provided interface has two messages in a different order from
that of the required interface. As shown in Fig. 3a, the provided
interface successively sends product availability and product
quote, but the required interface expects to send product quote fol-
lowed by product availability. This mismatch pattern can be con-
sidered as the composition of extra message pattern and missing
message pattern, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

The missing exclusive choice mismatch refers to the situation
that the provided interface has no condition imposed on its proto-
col for sending (or receiving) a message, but the required interface
only sends (or receives) the message under certain condition. In
the other case the required interface takes other actions. As shown
in Fig. 3b, the provided interface sends invoice with no restraint.
Differently, the required interface has some choices on its protocol,
that is, it sends invoice only if the payment sum is greater or equal
to 1000 USD. The required interface sends receipt in case of small
payment less than 1000 USD. Fig. 5 illustrates that the missing
exclusive choice mismatch can be composed by the missing condi-
tion pattern and missing message pattern.
3. Protocol mediator patterns

3.1. Basic mediator patterns

An effective solution to reconciling protocol mismatches is to de-
velop mediators. We have developed six mediators to reconcile the
basic mismatch patterns. It has been pointed out that the basic
mediators can be referred to as basic design patterns which assist
service developers to modularly construct more complex mediators
and reconcile all possible protocol mismatches [18]. Hence, the set
of basic mediator patterns is considered to be comprehensive. A
composite mediator can be treated as a new pattern for further re-
use. To make this paper self-contained, we present the six basic
mediator patterns and corresponding using scenarios in this section.

Note that the protocols of both Web services and mediators are
depicted based on Colored Petri Nets (CPN) [23]. The benefit of
adopting CPN models as an underlying formalism lies in that they
provide rich analysis capability to support formal verification of
protocol mediation and solid approaches to the transformation be-
tween BPEL and CPN models [24,25]. Details of CPN models can be
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found in [23]. In the following figures, the round places (i.e.,
circles) depict the states of control flows of Web services. The gray
ellipse places depict the messages of Web services communicated
with outside partners. The black transitions (i.e., filled rectangles)
depict the operations of Web services that send/receive messages.
The white transitions (i.e., empty rectangles) depict those actions
without sending/receiving any message. The symbol ‘‘MT” stands
for a specific message type.

3.1.1. Simple Storer pattern
Description: A mediator with the capability of simply receiving

and storing messages of certain specific type.
Illustration: The Simple Storer pattern can be used to resolve

mismatches of extra sending messages and missing receiving mes-
sages. The two scenarios of using Simple Storer pattern are illus-
trated in Fig. 6a and b, respectively. And the structures of Simple
Storer pattern are circled with dashed ellipses.

3.1.2. Simple Constructor pattern
Description: A mediator with the capability of simply construct-

ing and sending messages of certain specific type. It should be
pointed out that how to construct a message of certain type from
a collection of incoming messages is a non-trivial task and some
evidences can be used to address the issue [26].

Illustration: The Simple Constructor pattern can be used to re-
solve mismatches of extra receiving messages and missing sending
messages. The two scenarios of using Simple Constructor pattern
are illustrated in Fig. 7a and b, respectively.

3.1.3. Splitter pattern
Description: A mediator with the capability of receiving a single

message of certain type and splitting it to two or more partial mes-
sages. The specific structure of Splitter pattern is variable accord-
ing to the sequence of partial messages: sequential, parallel or
mixed structure. In case of two partial messages, the structure of
Splitter pattern can be two types, as shown in Fig. 8a and b,
respectively.

Illustration: The Splitter pattern can be used to resolve
mismatches of splitting sending messages and merging receiving
messages. The two scenarios of using Splitter pattern with sequen-
tial structure are illustrated in Fig. 9a and b, respectively.

3.1.4. Merger pattern
Description: A mediator with the capability of receiving two or

more partial messages and merging them to a single one. Similar to
Splitter pattern, the specific structure of Merger pattern is variable
according to the sequence of merged messages: sequential, parallel
or mixed structure. In case of two messages, the structure of
Merger pattern can be two types, as shown in Fig. 10a and b,
respectively.

Illustration: The Merger pattern can be used to resolve
mismatches of splitting receiving messages and merging sending
messages. The two scenarios of using Merger pattern with sequen-
tial structure are illustrated in Fig. 11a and b, respectively.

3.1.5. Storing Controller pattern
Description: A mediator with the capability of storing and con-

ditionally sending some messages of certain type in terms of spe-
cific logic.

Illustration: The Storing Controller pattern can be used to re-
solve mismatches of extra condition of receiving messages and
missing condition of sending messages. The two scenarios of using
Storing Controller pattern are illustrated in Fig. 12a and b,
respectively.
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3.1.6. Constructing Controller pattern
Description: A mediator with the capability of conditionally

constructing and sending some messages of certain type in terms
of specific logic.
Illustration: The Constructing Controller pattern can be used to
resolve mismatches of extra condition of sending messages and
missing condition of receiving messages. The two scenarios of
using Constructing Controller pattern are illustrated in Fig. 13a
and b, respectively.

3.2. Configurability of mediator patterns

As mentioned before, the specific structures of the Splitter and
Merger patterns are variable according to the sequences of partial
messages. The condition constraints of control logics of the Storing
Controller and Constructing Controller patterns are not pre-estab-
lished. Therefore, we design the mechanism for developers to con-
figure the structures and control logics.

The partial messages of the Splitter/Merger pattern may be
sequential, parallel or mixed structure. Before generating pseudo-
code of the Splitter/Merger pattern, developers should specify
how many partial messages involved and the sequence of these
messages. For example, developers can specify a Splitter with three
partial messages. After receiving a single message MT 0, the Split-
ter may send message MT 1 and message MT 2 in parallel. And it
may send the third partial message MT 3 after message MT 1 is
sent out, as shown in Fig. 14. Once developers configure the se-
quence of partial messages, the specific structure of the Splitter
pattern is identified and automatically concretized.

When reconciling extra or missing condition mismatches, devel-
opers should specify the condition constraints of the Storing
Controller and Constructing Controller patterns according to the
condition of the provided or required interfaces of services to be
composed. The condition constraints are eventually transformed
to BPEL elements, such as <switch>,<pick>,<while> or <repeatUntil>.
For example, there exists a seller service that sends the invoice mes-
sage after receiving payment from its buyer. However, the buyer
service only expects to receive the invoice under the condition that
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the total payment is greater than 1000 USD. In this case, the Storing
Controller pattern can be used to reconcile such mismatch, as
shown in Fig. 15. For reconciliation, developers should specify the
condition of the Storing Controller pattern as ‘‘Total payment > 1000
USD”.
3.3. Composability of mediator patterns

Basic mediator patterns can only reconcile the basic mismatches.
More complex protocol mismatches have to be addressed by the
composition of basic mediator patterns. Each mediator presented
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in this paper has two special places, i.e., the initial place and the end
place. Informally, the composition of two mediators is performed by
merging the common parts of the two mediators, and then merging
the end place of one mediator with the initial place of the other.
The ordering of messages mismatch, as shown in Fig. 3a, is a
complex protocol mismatch that cannot be reconciled by the basic
mediators. To resolve it, we can use a composite mediator
constructed by a Merger pattern and a Splitter pattern. Fig. 16
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illustrates the scenario of using the composite mediator consisting
of a Merger and a Splitter to resolve the ordering of messages
mismatch.

Fig. 17 shows another composite mediator with iteration struc-
ture, namely Merging Repeater, which is composed by two Storing
Controller patterns. Merging Repeater iteratively receives mes-
sages of the type MT 1 until the completing condition x occurs.
Merging Repeater can be used as a mediator pattern to reconcile
protocol mismatches with iteration structure.

Fig. 18 presents such scenario that the provided interface itera-
tively sends some message of the type MT 1 under certain condition
x and sends a notification when the condition x does not hold. The
message type of the notification is also MT 1, but its value is differ-
ent from that sent message under condition x. However, the re-
quired interface only expects to send a whole message of the type
MT. Note that this scenario depicts the third protocol mismatch
in the motivating example (see Section 1.1). As shown in Fig. 18,
the mismatch with iteration structure is resolved by Merging
Repeater pattern. The condition constraint of Merging Repeater is
different from that of the provided interface and it should be
specified by developers according to the certain control logics. It
is worth noting that Merging Repeater implements the functional-
ity of the Collapse operator [9]. Generally, all possible protocol
mismatches can be resolved by composite mediators that are com-
posed by the basic mediator patterns.
4. Proposed approach to protocol mediation

4.1. Overview of mediation process

The protocol mediation process works as the following. We take
BPEL files of two partially compatible services as the input. Then,
we produce executable mediators as the output for reconciling
protocol mismatches and gluing the two services together if the
correct mediator exists. Fig. 19 shows the mediation approach con-
sisting of five steps.

4.1.1. Service model transformation
As the first step, BPEL-based services are transformed to formal

models for the purpose of generating and verifying mediators. The
formulism of CPN models cannot only depict the internal logic and
message exchanging sequences, but also provide rich analysis
capability to support solid verification of correctness of protocol
mediation. We adopt CPN models to depict the protocols of ser-
vices and mediators. Techniques for transforming BPEL-based ser-
vice models to CPN models have been recently proposed in [24,25].

4.1.2. Selection of mediator patterns
It is very challenging to automatically identify protocol mis-

matches and select mediator patterns. To this end, we propose a
heuristic technique based on message mapping that assists devel-
opers to select appropriate mediator patterns for gluing partially
compatible services. The role of message mapping is to define map-
ping relations for syntactically/semantically equivalent elements
of the exchanging messages so that mismatches can be identified.
In the WSDL/BPEL specification, message exchanged between Web
services are specified as an aggregation of parts and/or elements. In
this paper, we assume that the low-level structures (i.e., data
types) of the exchanged messages are consistent. Thus, the mes-
sage mappings are specified at the message and part/element level.
By performing a selection rule, appropriate mediator patterns are
selected automatically. More details about the technique will be
presented in Section 4.2.

4.1.3. Mediator configuration and composition
The structures and control logics of the mediator patterns need

to be configured as parameters by developers according to the
identified mismatches. After configuration, the mediator patterns
are composed to construct a composite mediator that reconciles
all identified protocol mismatches. It is noted that a composite
mediator can also be referred to as a complex pattern for further
reuse. Both mediator patterns and composite mediators are de-
picted as underlying CPN models for the following formal
verification.

4.1.4. Mediation verification
The mediator produced in the above steps is only a conceptual

model and should be put between the interacting services. The
composition model of the two services and the mediator need to
be formally verified. Generally, we consider that the mediation
fails if any deadlock exists. Otherwise, the mediation is successful.
The rationale of the verifying method relies on searching reachable
states. Methods to formal verification of service composition and
mediation are presented in our previous work [16,27]. Details of
mediation verification are beyond the scope of this paper.

4.1.5. Code generation of mediators
Only successful mediator will be performed in this step. It is the

converse of the first procedure, i.e., transforming CPN models to
BPEL-based mediators. To facilitate code generation of executable
mediators, BPEL templates for the corresponding mediator
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patterns are developed. With these BPEL templates, the pseudo-
code for protocol mediation can be produced automatically.

4.2. Selection of mediator patterns

Mediator pattern selection is a very challenging issue in the
sense that mismatches between two partially compatible services
should be identified first. The appropriate patterns can be selected
once the mismatches are identified. To the best of our knowledge,
few of the existing approaches are developed for (semi-)automat-
ically identifying protocol mismatches and selecting appropriate
patterns. To this end, we propose a heuristic technique based on
message mapping for semi-automatic selection of mediator
patterns. By semi-automation, we mean that developers should
specify the message mappings and adjust the selected patterns.
It is noted that automatic specification of message mappings
is also a challenging problem in the areas of data integra-
tion, schema mapping and semantic-related researches [28],
which is a separate research thread and beyond the scope of this
paper.

Message mapping M between two partial compatible services is
a finite set of mapping relations, i.e., M = {mri}. Each mapping rela-
tion mri is expressed in the form of <source, cnst_s, target, cnst_t>,
where source is a part/element of the sending message and target
is the corresponding part/element of the receiving message.
source/target is expressed in the form of Service.Message.Part. cnst_s
is the constraint of the operation that sends source and cnst_t is the
constraint of the operation that receives target. cnst_s/cnst_t can be
NULL if there is no constraint with the sending/receiving message.
In the motivating example (see Section 1.1), the receiving message
SearchRequest of SE has two parts: login and request. Thus the part
login is a target and expressed as SE.sreq.login, where sreq stands
for the message SearchRequest. For the sake of simplicity, the part
name is omitted if the message consists of only one part. For exam-
ple, the sending message Login of SC has only one part login. Thus it
is a source and expressed as SC.login. source/target can be NULL if
the sending/receiving message does not exist. The prefix of
source/target is the message name of source/target, denoted by
prefix(source/target), e.g., prefix(SE.sreq.login) = SE.sreq and
prefix(SC.login) = SC.login.

Every mapping relation of M should relate to a certain message.
It is not allowed that both the source and the target of a mapping
relation are NULL. For every mapping relation, e.g., mri, we thus
have the following two formulas:

(i) source(mri) – NULL, if target(mri) = NULL;
(ii) target(mri) – NULL, if source(mri) = NULL.

For every two message mappings, e.g., mri and mrj, the con-
straints imposed on their sources/targets should be the same if
their sources/targets belong to the same message. Thus we have
the following two formulas:

(i) cnst_s(mri) = cnst_s(mrj), if prefix(source(mri)) = prefix(source
(mrj));

(ii) cnst_t(mri) = cnst_t(mrj), if prefix(target(mri)) = prefix(target
(mrj)).

In terms of the above notation, service developers can specify
the message mapping relations, as shown in Table 1.

The first mapping relation (i.e., mr1) indicates that SC sends a
message login and SE receives the message as the part login of its
message sreq. There is no constraint with the two operations. We
denote that source(mr1) = SC.login and target(mr1) = SE.sreq.login.
In the fourth mapping relation (i.e., mr4), ‘‘<while>condition(x)”
indicates that the message ‘‘SE.partialResult” is sent iteratively un-
der the condition x. In the fifth mapping relation (i.e., mr5), ‘‘condi-
tion(�x)” indicates that the message ‘‘SE.ntf” is sent when the
condition x does not hold. We also denote that cnst_s(mr5) = condi-
tion(�x) and cnst_t(mr5) = NULL.

Herein, we introduce a heuristic rule for identifying which
mediator pattern should be selected, by using the mapping rela-
tions. For two mapping relations, i.e., mri and mrj, the selection rule
is as follows:



Table 1
Message mapping relations.

Mapping Source cnst_s Target cnst_t

mr1 SC.login NULL SE.sreq.login NULL
mr2 SC.sreq NULL SE.sreq.request NULL
mr3 NULL NULL SC.ack NULL
mr4 SE.partialResult <while > condition(x) SC.totalResult NULL
mr5 SE.ntf condition(�x) NULL NULL
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Selection Rule of Mediator Patterns
(1) if (cnst_s(mri) = cnst_t(mri)) ^
(prefix(source(mri)) = prefix(source(mrj))) ^
(prefix(target(mri)) = prefix(target(mrj)))

then there is no need of mediator patterns;
(2) else if (cnst_s(mri) = cnst_t(mri)) ^ (target(mri) = NULL)

then a Simple Storer pattern is selected;
(3) else if (cnst_s(mri) = cnst_t(mri)) ^ (source(mri) = NULL)

then a Simple Constructor pattern is selected;
(4) else if (cnst_s(mri) = cnst_t(mri)) ^

(prefix(source(mri)) = prefix(source(mrj))) ^
(prefix(target(mri)) – prefix(target(mrj)))

then a Splitter pattern is selected;
(5) else if (cnst_s(mri) = cnst_t(mri)) ^

(prefix(source(mri)) – prefix(source(mrj))) ^
(prefix(target(mri)) = prefix(target(mrj)))

then a Merger pattern is selected;
(6) else if (cnst_s(mri) – cnst_t(mri)) ^ ((cnst_s(mri) = NULL ^

source(mri) = target(mri)) _ (cnst_s(mri) – NULL ^
target(mri) = NULL))

then a Storing Controller pattern is selected;
(7) else if (cnst_s(mri) – cnst_t(mri)) ^ ((cnst_t(mri) = NULL ^

source(mri) = target(mri)) _ (cnst_t(mri) – NULL ^
source(mri) = NULL)

then a Constructing Controller pattern is selected;
(8) else more complicated mismatches and developers’

intervention is needed.
The first part of the selection rule, i.e., sub-rule (1), shows that for

two mapping relations, i.e., mri and mrj, their sources belong to the
same message, i.e., prefix(source(mri)) = prefix(source(mrj)), and
their targets belong to the same message, i.e., prefix(target(mri)) =
prefix(target(mrj)), and the constraints imposed on the source and
the target of mri are the same, i.e., cnst_s(mri) = cnst_t(mri), then
we have the constraints imposed on mri and mrj are all the same,
according to Formula (iii) and Formula (iv). Hence, the source mes-
sage of mri and mrj can be directly related to the target message of
mri and mrj without need of mediation.

The second part of the selection rule, i.e., sub-rule (2), shows
that a message is sent out by one service but the other service
doesn’t receive it. In this case, a Simple Storer pattern should be se-
lected. Similarly, the third part of the selection rule, i.e., sub-rule
(3), shows that a message is expected to be received by one service
but the other service doesn’t send it. In this case, a Simple Con-
structor pattern should be selected.

The fourth part of the selection rule, i.e., sub-rule (4), shows that
the sources of two mapping rules, i.e., mri and mrj, belong to the
same message, but their targets belong to two different messages.
In this case, a Splitter pattern should be selected. Similarly, the fifth
part of the selection rule, i.e., sub-rule (5), shows that the sources
of two mapping relations belong to different messages, but their
targets belong to the same message. In this case, a Merger pattern
should be selected.

The sixth part of the selection rule, i.e., sub-rule (6), shows that
the Storing Controller pattern should be selected in two cases. In
the one case, a message is sent without any constraint but it is re-
ceived with some constraint imposed on it. In the other case, a
message is sent with some constraint imposed on it, but it is not
received by any service.

The seventh part of the selection rule, i.e., sub-rule (7), shows
that the Constructing Controller pattern should be selected in
two cases. In the one case, a message is sent with some constraint
imposed on it but it is received without any constraint. In the other
case, a message needs to be received under some constraint, but it
is not sent by any service.

The eighth part of the selection rule, i.e., sub-rule (8), shows
that there exist more complicated mismatches between the two
service. Usually, developers’ intervention is needed to compose
some mediator patterns for reconciling complicated mismatches.

Let us consider the motivating example, four mediator patterns
can be selected to address the mismatches after performing the
selection rule. The selected mediator patterns are given as follows:

(i) A Merger pattern is used to receive SC.login and SC.sreq from
SC, and then it sends SE.sreq to SE, where SE.sreq = SE.sreq.(lo-
gin, request). This pattern is selected according to mr1 and mr2.

(ii) A Simple Constructor pattern is used to construct SC.ack and
send it to SC. This pattern is selected according to mr3.

(iii) A Merging Repeater pattern is used to iteratively receive
SE.partialResult from SE until all partial databases are fin-
ished according to mr4. The Merging Repeater merges all
partial results together and sends SC.totalResult to SC. Since
mr4 corresponds to a complicated mismatch with iterative
structure, the Merging Repeater pattern can be selected by
service developers. It is composed by two storing Controller
patterns and compensates the mismatch (see Section 3.3).

(iv) A Storing Controller pattern is used to conditionally store
SE.ntf that is sent by SE. This pattern is selected according
to mr5.
As mentioned above, developers should configure the structures
and control logics of the selected mediator patterns and compose
them together. In the motivating example, the Merging Repeater
pattern can successfully compensate the mismatch with iterative
structure and there is no need for another Storing Controller pat-
tern. Thus, three mediator patterns are eventually selected for
mediation, that is, a Merger, a simple constructor and a Merging Re-
peater. As shown in Fig. 20, a composite mediator composed by the
above three mediator patterns sits between SE and SC and reconciles
their mismatches. The three mediator patterns are circled with
dashed ellipses. Thanks to the CPN formalism, it is easy to verify that
SE and SC can successfully interact through the composite mediator.

4.3. BPEL templates of mediator patterns

Both basic and composite mediators developed in the above
steps are conceptual patterns depicted by the CPN formalism,
rather than executable codes. As a further step towards generating
executable code of mediators, corresponding BPEL templates are
provided for the mediator patterns. With these BPEL templates,
the pseudo-code for protocol mediation can be generated automat-
ically. Each mediator pattern has its corresponding BPEL template.
In the following, we present the BPEL templates of Simple Con-
structor pattern, Splitter pattern and Storing Controller pattern.
Others can be found in the Appendix A.

4.3.1. BPEL template of Simple Constructor pattern
Simple Constructor pattern constructs and sends a message. It is

used for reconciling mismatches of extra receiving messages and
missing sending messages. When creating a message, Simple Con-
structor pattern invokes a creator service for constructing the
message.
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<sequence>
<invoke name = ‘‘creating” partnerLink = ‘‘creator”
portType = ‘‘...”

operation = ‘‘creatMsg” inputVariable = ‘‘creatingMsg”
outputVariable = ‘‘createdMsg”>

</invoke>
<reply variable = ‘‘createdMsg” name = ‘‘...”
partnerLink = ‘‘...”

portType = ‘‘...” operation = ‘‘...”>
</reply>

</sequence>
4.3.2. BPEL template of Splitter pattern
Splitter pattern receives a single message and splits it into two

or more partial messages. It is used for reconciling mismatches of
splitting sending messages and merging receiving messages. The
specific structure of Splitter pattern is adjustable according to the
sequence of partial messages which may be sequential, parallel
or mixed structure. Herein, the BPEL template of the Splitter pat-
tern with two sequential partial messages is given. It is similar to
develop more complex Splitter pattern.
<sequence>
<receive variable = ‘‘splitter_receiver” name = ‘‘...”

partnerLink = ‘‘...” portType = ‘‘...” operation = ‘‘...”>
</receive>
<assign>

<copy>
<from part = ‘‘part1” variable = ‘‘Splitter_receiver” />
<to part = ‘‘part” variable = ‘‘splitter_partialMsg1” />
</copy>
<copy>
<from part = ‘‘part2” variable = ‘‘splitter_receiver” />
<to part = ‘‘part” variable = ‘‘splitter_partialMsg2” />
</copy>

</assign>
<reply variable = ‘‘Splitter_partialMsg1” name = ‘‘...”

partnerLink = ‘‘...” portType = ‘‘...” operation = ‘‘...”>
</reply>
<reply variable = ‘‘Splitter_partialMsg2” name = ‘‘...”

partnerLink = ‘‘...” portType = ‘‘...” operation = ‘‘...”>
</reply>

</sequence>
4.3.3. BPEL template of Storing Controller pattern
Storing Controller pattern receives and stores a message and

then conditionally sends the message in terms of specific logic. It
is used for reconciling mismatches of extra condition of receiving
messages and missing condition of sending messages.
<sequence>
<receive variable = ‘‘msgName” name = ‘‘...”

partnerLink = ‘‘...” portType-‘‘...” operation = ‘‘...”>
</receive>
<switch>

<case codition = ‘‘getVariableData(...)”>
<reply variable = ‘‘msgName” name = ‘‘...”

partnerLink=”...” portType=”...” operation=”...”>
</reply>

</case>
</switch>
<otherwise>
...



Fig. 21. Architecture of Service Mediation Toolkit (SMT).
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</otherwise>
</sequence>
It should be pointed out that the BPEL templates developed above
are pseudo-codes for protocol mediation. To get executable BPEL
code for deployment, developers need refine the pseudo-codes,
e.g., they need specify the definitions of appropriate variables, oper-
ations, partnerLinks, portTypes, etc.

5. Prototype implementation and validation

5.1. Service Mediation Toolkit

Mediation-aided service composition is quite complex and
needs a comprehensive solution and supporting tools. To validate
our proposed solution, we have developed a prototype system,
namely Service Mediation Toolkit (SMT). Fig. 21 shows the architec-
ture of SMT consisting of four main components. In this section, we
describe the main components and how SMT is used to facilitate
the mediation of BPEL-based services. We focus the validation
work on the Mediation Workspace.

5.1.1. BPEL2CPN Transformer
BPEL2CPN Transformer is the first component of SMT and trans-

forms BPEL-based services to CPN models. In SMT, the CPN models
are specified using the specification language Petri Net Markup
Language (PNML).4 PNML is an XML-based interchange format
for Petri nets, which supports the exchange of all kinds and ver-
sions of Petri nets among different PN tools. Currently, existing ef-
forts have provided an open-source Java-based tool BPEL2PNML5
4 http://www2.informatick.hu-berlin.de/top/pnml/about.html/.
5 http://www.bpm.fit.qut.edu.au/projects/babel/tools/.
that can be used to translate process definitions represented in BPEL
to Petri nets in PNML. We utilize this tool with minor modification to
implement the BPEL2CPN Transformer. For example, BPEL files of SE

and SC in the motivating example are translated to two PNML files
representing their CPN models.

5.1.2. Mediation Workspace
As the core component of SMT, Mediation Workspace is a sep-

arate tool and provides a GUI workbench for developers to manip-
ulate services and mediators. Mediator patterns are depicted using
CPN models as an underlying formalism, but the protocols of ser-
vices and mediators are graphically represented by means of an
intuitional notation, like Business Process Modeling Notation
(BPMN). Developers specify message mapping relations between
the two partially compatible services and provide the mapping
relations to Mediation Workspace as the input. We have pre-estab-
lished several mediator patterns stored in a certain repository
Mediator Pattern Repository (MPR). The mediator patterns are
well-defined and can be used as building blocks to construct com-
plex mediators. Composite mediators can also be stored as patterns
in MPR for further reuse. By means of the selection rule (see Sec-
tion 4.2), appropriate mediator patterns are identified and selected
from MPR. Developers configure the selected patterns if needed.
Then, the selected mediator patterns are composed to produce a
composite mediator. The composite mediator, depicted as the intu-
itional notation with underlying CPN models, is constructed in the
Mediation Workspace.

We have implemented Mediation Workspace based on an open-
source project, i.e., jBPM jPDL Process Designer.6 jPDL is a process
language that is built on top of a flexible and extensible framework
for process languages. jPDL Process Designer is an eclipse plugin
application. Thus Mediation Workspace is also developed as an
eclipse plugin that is easy to be integrated with other eclipse-based
6 http://docs.jboss.org/jbpm/v3/userguide/index.html.

http://www2.informatick.hu-berlin.de/top/pnml/about.html/
http://www.bpm.fit.qut.edu.au/projects/babel/tools/
http://docs.jboss.org/jbpm/v3/userguide/index.html


Fig. 22. Screenshot of Mediation Workspace.
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applications. Fig. 22 shows a screenshot of Mediation Workspace
for the motivating example. Basic mediator patterns and the Merg-
ing Repeater pattern have been developed and placed on the left
toolbar. The composite mediator, consisting of a Merger pattern,
a Simple Constructor pattern and a Merging Repeater pattern, is
constructed and put between the two services. The composite
mediator reconciles the protocol mismatches between them. The
BPEL file of the composite mediator is automatically generated in
the mediation project.
5.1.3. Mediation Verifier
The composite mediator constructed in the Mediation Work-

space may not successfully compensate all possible mismatches
and deadlocks may occur. To make sure the mediation successful,
services and the produced mediator are composed together to be
a composite CPN model. Mediation Verifier checks whether any
deadlock may occur. Formal approaches/algorithms for protocol
mediation developed in our previous work [16,27] are imple-
mented in the Mediation Verifier. The Mediation Verifier is imple-
mented as an analysis module of Platform Independent Petri net
Editor (PIPE).7 PIPE is an open-source Java-based Petri net tool
for creating, editing and analyzing Petri nets. Like BPEL2PNML,
the Petri nets manipulated by PIPE are also represented in PNML.
8

5.1.4. CPN2BPEL transformer
Only successful mediator will be performed on the CPN2BPEL.

BPEL templates of mediator patterns (see Section 4.3) are used to
generate mediation code. Note that the BPEL-based mediator ob-
tained as the output of CPN2BPEL is only pseudo-code. Developers
should refine the pseudo-code and generate executable codes.
7 Platform Independent Petri net Editor 2 - http://pipe2.sourceforge.net/.
5.2. Validation for SWS Challenge scenario

Besides the motivating example, we also used the Semantic
Web Service (SWS) Challenge scenario as a further validation to
our approach. The SWS Challenge provides a mediation scenario
as test bed for applying semantic Web service technology to a set
of realistic and working Web services [29]. In the SWS Challenge
mediation scenario, the buyer Web service (named Blue) needs
to interact with the manufacturer Web service (named Moon) for
purchasing goods. As specified using RosettaNet, Blue needs to
send Purchase Order (PO) and receives the acknowledgement.
Then, Blue waits to receive Purchase Order Confirmation (POC)
and sends an acknowledgement. However, in order for Moon,
implemented by the legacy system, to be able to process an order,
several steps need to be made. Moon requires searching the cus-
tomer details before an order can be created. Once the customer
is identified, Moon waits for the message to create an order. Most
differently, Moon requires line items to be submitted individually
after the order is created. When receiving the Close Order message,
Moon will close the order and send the acknowledgement. The de-
tails of the scenario can be found in [29]. With the focus on the pro-
tocol mediation, we assumed the exchanged messages are
compatible and specified their protocols in BPEL. Their protocols
were then translated as CPN models, as shown in the left and right
parts of Fig. 23. To mediate protocol mismatches between Blue and
Moon, we specified the message relations according to scenario
descriptions given in [29]. Using the selection rule, we identified
several mediator patterns: six Simple Storer patterns, five Simple
Constructor patterns and one Splitting Repeater pattern8. Splitting
Similar to Merging Repeater, developer intervention is needed to compose the
Splitting Repeater pattern. Once developed, the Splitting Repeater pattern is stored in
MPR for further reuse.

http://pipe2.sourceforge.net/
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Repeater, circled with a dashed ellipse in Fig. 23, receives a single
message and splits it to a number of partial messages to be sent iter-
atively. The composite mediator were constructed by these mediator
patterns and put between Blue and Moon. It is easy to see that the
composite mediator reconciles their protocol mismatches. For illus-
tration, Fig. 23 only shows the conceptual CPN models of the services
and the composite mediator, rather than the BPEL code.

From the empirical analysis and validation, we have to admit
that our solution needs certain manual intervention at the current
stage. When dealing with complex protocol mismatches with
choice and/or iteration structures, the challenge lies in that the
composition of mediator patterns may have multiple variations.
In sophisticated cases, developers have to configure and compose
mediator patterns for the reconciliation, even though the media-
tor patterns are identified using mapping relations. Also, some
mediator patterns (e.g., Simple Constructing pattern) require
evidences to construct the needed messages. For example, the
composite mediator in Fig. 23 has to receive Purchase Order
(PO) first. Then, it is able to send individual line items iteratively.
The observation indicates that mediators cannot be successfully
constructed if sufficient evidences are not gathered for construct-
ing messages.

Despite the weakness of possible developer intervention, our
solution along with the user-friendly GUI mediation tool can assist
developers to alleviate their efforts on several tasks for resolving
complex protocol mismatches, such as mismatch/mediator identi-
fication, complex mediator composition, and mediation code
generation.

6. Related work and discussion

A large number of research works have been developed for
service mediation to address various composition mismatches
[10]. Signature mediation has received considerable attention
[13,14,30] and many commercial tools have been developed. How-
ever, protocol mediation is still a challenging issue.

Formal approaches have been developed to conquer this chal-
lenge, such as Automata [15], Process Algebra [31] and Petri nets
[16]. Yellin et al. [15] present the method to generate adaptors to
reconcile the differences between object-oriented components



Table 2
Comparison of related work on protocol mediation.

Mediation approach FM CI AM MC CG DI

Yellin et al. [15] FSM N N N N N
Tan et al. [16] CPN N N N N Y
Benatallah et al. [21] N/A N N N Y N/A
Dumas et al. [9] UML Y Partial Partial N N/A
Pokraev et al. [32] N/A N N Partial N N/A
Nezhad et al. [26] FSM N N N N Y
Our approach CPN Y Y Y Y Y
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interfaces. Bracciali et al. [31] use Pi-calculus to specify component
interfaces and describes an automatic approach to component
adaptation. Considering Automata and Process Algebra have limi-
tations in modeling concurrent behaviors of Web services and their
message exchange styles, Tan et al. [16] propose their method to
produce mediators for BPEL-based service composition using the
CPN formalism. However, the mediators developed by these ap-
proaches are conceptual models, rather than executable code. Fur-
ther, the mediators have no control logics and thus cannot
reconcile complex protocol mismatches, such as mismatches with
extra condition, missing condition, or iteration structure [17].

It has been recognized that patterns can be used to reconcile
composition mismatches and address protocol mediation
[9,10,21,32]. Becker et al. [10] present a taxonomy of composition
mismatches and a selection of patterns to eliminate these mis-
matches. The taxonomy, however, does not sufficiently discuss pro-
tocol mismatches or mediator patterns. As the first effort in this
thread, Benatallah et al. [21] present five mismatch patterns at
the protocol level and provide templates of BPEL code for develop-
ers to build adapters (i.e., mediators). Based on the work [21], Du-
mas et al. [9] introduce two more mediator patterns derived from
mismatches with iteration structure, namely Collapse and Burst.
The work in [9] presents the mediator patterns as algebra operators
and provides visual mapping expressions that allow linking pairs of
provided and required interfaces. But there are some mismatches
with choice structure that are not discussed in the literature, such
as mismatches of extra condition pattern (see Fig. 2e), missing con-
dition pattern (see Fig. 2f), and missing exclusive choice (see
Fig. 3b). Both works do not describe how to identify the mediator
patterns or how to use the mediator patterns to address complex
protocol mismatches. Pokraev et al. [32] presents the initial effort
to compose simple mediator patterns in order to resolve complex
protocol mismatches, but detailed investigation is not described.
The work of this paper is developed towards this direction.

In order to identify possible mismatches and generate adapters,
Nezhad et al. [26] develop a significant work by using schema
matching techniques. Simple mismatches and appropriate adapt-
ers can be automatically identified, but complex protocol media-
tors (e.g., Collapse and Burst) are not discussed. It is worth noting
that the authors propose semi-automatic methods to analyze cer-
tain evidences (including service interfaces, protocols and execu-
tion logs) in order to construct required messages and resolve
challenging mismatch with deadlocks, such as ordering of messages
mismatch shown in Fig. 3a. Developer intervention and input are
needed for reconciling complex mismatches. Also, the adapters
are produced as conceptual models, rather than executable code.

It is difficult to enumerate all possible protocol mismatches
with complex control logics or to enumerate sufficient mediators
to address those mismatches. Based on our observation and inves-
tigation, most of complex protocol mismatches and mediators are
subject to the control logics of choice and iteration. Considering the
notion of workflow patterns, we realize that complex protocol
mediators can be constructed (i.e., composed) by simple ones.

The work of this paper, largely inspired by the above researches
[9,21,26,32], complements the state of the art in multiple aspects.
(1) Basic mismatch patterns are described and can be used to iden-
tify more complex protocol mismatches. Basic mediator patterns
presented in this paper resolve the basic mismatches. In particular,
several mismatches with choice structure have been first identified
and addressed in this paper, such as Extra Condition pattern and
Missing Condition pattern. (2) The configurability and composabil-
ity of basic mediator patterns are investigated. To facilitate media-
tor composition, the basic mediator patterns are deliberately
designed as simple as possible, so that they can be flexibly com-
posed. Complex protocol mediators, e.g., Merging Repeater and
Splitting Repeater, are constructed by composing basic mediator
patterns which may need some configuration. It is worth noting
that Merging Repeater and Splitting Repeater developed in this paper
can resolve mismatches with iteration structure and implement
the functionalities of Collapse and Burst [9], respectively. (3) The
rule-based, heuristic method is developed to assist developers in
identifying possible mismatches and selecting appropriate media-
tors. (4) Both service protocols and mediator patterns are modeled
using the CPN formalism. The CPN models can not only depict the
internal logics and message exchanging sequences, but also sup-
port solid verification of protocol mediation. (5) The pseudo-code
of the mediators can be produced using the BPEL templates. (6)
The mediation solution and prototype system, Service Mediation
Toolkit (SMT), are developed as the proof-of-concept. SMT provides
the user-friendly GUI to assist developers in alleviating the media-
tion efforts. In order to validate the scalability and applicability, we
demonstrate in the paper a few complex protocol mismatch
scenarios. These mismatches are resolved by complex mediator
patterns that are composed using the basic mediators, such as
the mediator pattern for ordering messages mismatch (see
Fig. 16) and two mediator patterns for mismatches with iteration
structure (see Figs. 18 and 23). It is worth mentioning that media-
tor patterns, if constructed, can be stored in the Mediator Pattern
Repository (MPR) for further reuse.

A comparative summary of previous efforts in this area is
presented in Table 2. The columns of the table correspond to the
following criteria, where Y means yes and N means No.

� FM indicates the formal model that is used to support medi-
ation verification.

� CI indicates whether complex mismatches are identified, e.g.,
mismatches with iteration structure.

� AM indicates whether advanced mediators are developed to
resolve complex mismatches, e.g., mismatches with iteration
structure.

� MC indicates whether complex mediators can be constructed
by mediator composition.

� CG indicates whether code generation of mediators is
supported.

� DI indicates whether developer intervention is needed to
handle complex mismatches.
7. Conclusion

Service mediation is one of the most essential components of
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) and thus becomes a key working area
in SOA. In this paper, we have proposed a systematic approach to
protocol mediation for BPEL-based services composition. The ap-
proach involves several basic mediator patterns and their compo-
sition. The pattern-based approach can be used to reconcile all
possible protocol mismatches in an engineering way, especially
such mismatches with complicated control logics. The method
based on message mapping is developed for identifying protocol
mismatches and selecting appropriate mediator patterns. We have
provided BPEL templates of the mediator patterns for code gener-
ation of executable mediators. In addition, the prototype system
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SMT has been implemented to validate the feasibility and effec-
tiveness of our approach. The major advantage of the pattern-
based approach along with the prototype system SMT lies in the
fact that it assists developers in identifying protocol mismatches
and alleviates their efforts on the code generation of executable
mediator for protocol mediation.

The future work will focus on two aspects. On the one hand,
message mapping relations need to be specified by developers in
the current stage. In certain complicated situations, developer
intervention is needed to select appropriate mediator patterns
and compose them. The challenge is that current Web services
standards lack of semantic descriptions. The next step is to utilize
existing techniques developed by semantic Web initiatives for pro-
moting the automation of specifying message mappings and
selecting mediator patterns. On the other hand, we plan to develop
more advanced mediator patterns and improve our prototype sys-
tem in handling more complex, real-world cases.
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Appendix A

The BPEL templates of Simple Storer pattern, Merger pattern,
Constructing Controller pattern and Merging Repeater pattern are
presented in the appendix as follows.

A.1. BPEL template of Simple Storer pattern

Simple Storer pattern receives and stores a message. It is used
for reconciling mismatches of extra sending messages and missing
receiving messages.
<sequence>
<receive variable = ‘‘msgName” name = ‘‘...”

partnerLink = ‘‘...” portType = ‘‘...” operation = ‘‘...”>
</receive>

</sequence>
A.2. BPEL template of Merger pattern

Merger pattern receives two or more partial messages and
merges them into a single one. It is used for reconciling mis-
matches of splitting receiving messages and merging sending mes-
sages. Similar to Splitter pattern, the specific structure of Merger
pattern is adjustable. Herein, the BPEL template of the Merger pat-
tern with two sequential partial messages is given.
<sequence>
<receive variable = ‘‘merger_receiver1” name = ‘‘...”

partnerLink = ‘‘...” portType = ‘‘...” operation = ‘‘...”>
</receive>
<receive variable = ‘‘merger_receiver2” name = ‘‘...”

partnerLink = ‘‘...” portType = ‘‘...” operation = ‘‘...”>
</receive>
<assign>

<copy>
<from part = ‘‘part” variable = ‘‘merger_receiver1” />
<to part = ‘‘part1” variable = ‘‘merger_sender” />
</copy>
<copy>

<from part = ‘‘part” variable = ‘‘merger_receiver2” />
<to part = ‘‘part2” variable = ‘‘merger_sender” />

</copy>
</assign>
<reply variable = ‘‘merger_sender” name = ‘‘...”

partnerLink = ‘‘...” portType = ‘‘...” operation = ‘‘...”>
</reply>

</sequence>
A.3. BPEL template of Constructing Controller pattern

Constructing Controller pattern conditionally constructs and
sends a message in terms of logics.
<sequence>
<switch>

<case codition = ‘‘getVariableData(...)”>
<receive variable = ‘‘msgName” name = ‘‘...”

partnerLink = ‘‘...” portType-‘‘...” operation = ‘‘...”>
</receive>
<reply variable = ‘‘msgName” name = ‘‘...”

partnerLink = ‘‘...” portType-‘‘...” operation = ‘‘...”>
</reply>

</case>
<case condition = ‘‘getVariableData(...)”>

<invoke name = ‘‘creating” partnerLink = ‘‘creator”
portType = ‘‘...” operation = ‘‘creatMsg”
inputVariable = ‘‘creatingMsg”

outputVariable = ‘‘createdMsg”>
</invoke>
<reply variable = ‘‘createdMsg” name = ‘‘...”

partnerLink = ‘‘...” portType = ‘‘...” operation = ‘‘...”>
</reply>

</case>
</switch>
<otherwise>

...
</otherwise>

</sequence>
A.4. BPEL template of Merging Repeater pattern

Merging Repeater pattern receives messages iteratively and
merges the received messages under certain condition. In case
the condition does not hold, it sends the whole merged message
to its partner.
<sequence>
<while name = ‘‘. . .”>

<condition expressionLanguage = ‘‘...”>
conditionExpression

</condition>
<receive variable = ‘‘message1” name = ‘‘...”

partnerLink = ‘‘...” portType = ‘‘...” operation = ‘‘...”>
</receive>
<assign>

<copy>
<from part = ‘‘part” variable = ‘‘message1” />
<to part = ‘‘part{$count}” variable = ‘‘message2” />

</copy>
<copy>
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<from>($count + 1)</from>
<to variable = ‘‘count”/>

</copy>
</assign>

</while>
<reply variable = ‘‘message2” name = ‘‘...”

partnerLink = ‘‘...” portType = ‘‘...” operation=”...”>
</reply>

</sequence>
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